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Summary and goals

Goal: to design a better algorithm for GRB detection.

Context: HERMES missions, nanosatellite constellations.

Rough summary:

1. How GRBs are conventionally detected.

2. Changepoint detection techniques and FOCuS.

3. A few results.



How a GRB looks like?

Histograms of photons counts for extremely bright GRBs detected by BATSE 
aboard NASA Compton. There is a whole zoo of shapes and durations.
All of them do appear as a temporary change in rate over a poissonian 

background. 

GRB170817529 is a short bursts and a very important one. It was 
the first burst observed with its gravitational counterpart. 

The background changes dramatically after detection. 



How GRBs are detected

[1]: The Trigger Algorithm for the Burst Alert Telescope 
on Swift,

Fenimore et al.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.1579409

Same recipe over the last 50 years:
1. energetic photons are counted (binned) in time.
2. background photons count-rate is estimated somehow.
3. count observation significance is estimated over multiple, predefined 

time-scales (and energy bands/detectors).
4. a trigger is issued whenever a significance value exceeds a threshold.

Increasingly complex algorithms over time (horizontal growth).

[2]: THE FERMI GAMMA-RAY BURST MONITOR,
Meegan et al.

https://doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/702/1/791

[2]: Studies in astronomical time series analysis. VI. Bayesian Blocks representations – Scargle, Jackson et al.
http://doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/764/2/167

Setting the Triggering Thresholds on Swift, McLean et al..
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.1810931

HETE Triggering algorithm, Fenimore et al.
https://doi.org/10.1007/10853853_108

[2]: THE FERMI GAMMA-RAY BURST MONITOR, Meegan et al.
https://doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/702/1/791

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.1579409
https://doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/702/1/791
http://doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/764/2/167
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.1810931
https://doi.org/10.1007/10853853_108
https://doi.org/10.1088/0004-637X/702/1/791


A new algorithm for GRB detection

The idea: 

let’s make an algorithm which does not test for many timescales.. Let’s make an 
algorithm that tests over all timescales!

Trivial solution exists in exhustive search. Yet not feasible: it’s SLOW! 
We want a fast algorithm.

Is this possible? How?

1. Equipping the algorithm of a memory state and of the math necessary to evaluate 
evidences of a burst.

2. Having the algorithm work only when evidences are actually there. 

We realized a prototype of this algorithm yet we missed the math..

We got in contact with statistician Paul Fearnhead, University of Lancaster: FOCuS



FOCuS - Functional Online CUSUM

• Developed by Kim Ward and Gaetano Romano under supervision of Paul Fearnhead and Idris 
Eckley of statistics department of University of Lancaster. Very recent, unpublished results.

• An improvement to CUSUM method which computes the CUSUM test statistic for all possible 
transient intensities 𝝁 – equivalent to looking for all possible durations (one can prove this).

• The idea is to solve in 𝜇 the CUSUM recursion:

The key fact making this possible: solutions at a given time are piece-wise functions (e.g. 
quadratics) which can be manipulated efficienty.

• These pieces are what you store in the memory state and represent changepoints.



A visual comparison
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kbes6o98b09sms0/BM_background_visualization_export.html?dl=0 https://www.dropbox.com/s/tsc8udpt3tzc5fu/focus_background_sworcw_export.html?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kbes6o98b09sms0/BM_background_visualization_export.html?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tsc8udpt3tzc5fu/focus_background_sworcw_export.html?dl=0


Some results: detection efficiency
Note:

1. Testing against a benchmark trigger algorithm 
designed to simulate the operations of the algorithm 
serving Fermi-GBM.

2. Constant, poissonian background.
3. GRB time profile modelled after real observations of 

long burst GRB120707800.

Results:

1. Exact implementation of FOCuS operating 
with information on the true background 
rate had performances identical to those 
of an ideal, exhaustive search algorithm.



Assessing background

Whatever your detection algorithm, you will have to assess a background count-
rate against which compare your observation.
In online applications the background level is guessed from the same data which 
are tested. 
In many ways this is a problem of choosing a filter.

The conventional way – SMA:

Other MA approaches are investigation worthy – e.g., EMA:



Some results: detection efficiency
Note:

1. Testing against a benchmark trigger algorithm 
designed to simulate the operations of the algorithm 
serving Fermi-GBM.

2. Constant, poissonian background.
3. GRB time profile modelled after real observations of 

long burst GRB120707800.

Results:

1. Exact implementation of FOCuS operating 
with information on the true background 
rate had performances identical to those 
of an ideal algorithm.

2. Approximated implementations of FOCuS 
with automatic background assessment 
outeperformed the benchmark
algorithm in all our tests.



That’s all

Sorry no biblio.

Thank you.

For further inquiries:

• Giuseppe Dilillo, astrophysicist, INAF-IAPS (Rome), giuseppe.dilillo@inaf.it

• Kester Ward, mathematician, University of Lancaster, k.ward4@lancaster.ac.uk
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